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“Courage is the first of human qualities because it is the quality which guarantees
all others.” - Winston Churchill

Friday, February 7, 2020
Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary:  Stock indexes are again at new all-time record highs as
investors turn their attentions to the Labor Department's January Employment
report due out this morning. ADP on Wednesday reported a surprisingly large
surge in job growth for the month, posting the biggest monthly gain since 2014 at
+291,000. A strong ADP figure doesn't necessarily mean we will see the same
from the government, however, as the private payroll company's numbers have
been known to overshoot by a significant amount. The unemployment rate is
expected to hold steady at a very low 3.5%. Economists and investors alike will be
looking closely at manufacturing payrolls, which fell -12,000 in December and
expected to fall a further -6,000 in January. Analysts estimate today's report will
show job gains of +158,000. Wholesale Trade and Consumer Credit are also on the
calendar for today. The earnings calendar is much lighter today, with the highlights
being Abbvie, Canada Goose, CBOE Global, and Hanesbrands. Energy markets
continue to be roiled by the coronavirus outbreak in China. China's state-owned
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CNOOC yesterday declared force majeure on liquified natural gas (LNG) contracts,
according to S&P Global Platts sources. The force majeurefurther dims China's
demand outlook and raises concerns about its impact on global trade flows and
prices. LNG prices have fallen to record lows this week due to a global oversupply
that is being exacerbated by the coronavirus outbreak that is seen lowering
demand even further. Some U.S. producers already have said they would reduce
drilling budgets, citing prices that make many wells uneconomical. Oil prices,
meanwhile, seem to have found a floor with prices edging up slightly over the last
few days. Saudi-led efforts to increase production cuts this week appear to have
been unsuccessful with Russia still unwilling to climb aboard a proposal for OPEC+
to cut another 600,000 barrels per day of production. Turning to next week,
economic data will be pretty light, with JOLTS on Tuesday; the Consumer Price
Index on Thursday; and Retail Sales, Industrial Production, Business Inventories
and Consumer Sentiment on Friday. Earnings season continues next week, though
things slow down considerably as the bulk of U.S. companies have now weighed
in. Big names to watch for include Allergan on Monday; Dominion Energy, Hasbro,
Hilton Worldwide, Lyft, Under Armour, and U.S. Foods on Tuesday; Adidas, Applied
Materials, Cisco Systems, CME Group, CVS, Molson Coors, Marathon Oil, Moody's,
Noble Energy, and Tallgrass Energy on Wednesday; Alibaba, Duke Energy, Kraft
Heinz, Nvidia, Pepsico, and Zoetis on Thursday; and Astrazeneca and Enbridge on
Friday. Also worth noting, New Hampshire holds its primaries on Tuesday, the
second state in the country to weigh in on the 2020 Presidential race. Hopefully
this goes much smoother then the Iowa Caucuses and voters can get a more solid
sense of how the candidates measure up at the ballot box. Democratic candidates
that do well also hope to get a boost from the results, which the front-runners felt
robbed of following the results delay in Iowa. I hope everyone has a great
weekend. We might be lost for a while in Kansas City with no more Chiefs
excitement... 

If You've Ever Played Football, Been to a Game, or Just a Fan... This is a Must Watch Video! 
This video is from this past weekend's Super Bowl with players, coaches and family mic'ed up from the
Chiefs and 49'ers. It brings back tons of great memories playing a sport I truly loved and the
camaraderie of a team and a family. I just don't think many folks realize how well these players work
together as a team, complementing one another and trying to pick each other up when things are
going bad, something many leaders and employees miss in most of our daily business life. We could
all learn from the teamwork represented. My wife loved the video as well so I encourage you to share
with everyone in your family. I also think you should take the time top watch it in full context, it's worth
the time invested. Make sure you definitely watch the last 10 minutes, lots of great heartfelt emotion.
Click HERE 
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New Study Shows Mortgage Refinancing Spikes Before a Recession... and it's Spiking:
Mortgage applications jumped last week to the highest level in almost seven years. Demand for U.S.
treasury bonds go up in uncertain times, which pushes down the the interest rates they pay and
makes mortgage rates fall, too. This time, to 3.7% for a 30-year fixed rate, according to the Mortgage
Bankers Association. But most of the demand for mortgages has been from homeowners refinancing
existing loans, not from prospective homeowners needing new ones. In the third quarter of last year,
according to one analyst, cash-out withdrawals hit their highest volume since the Great Recession.
Wharton School finance professor Nikolai Roussanov says this happens a lot in pre-recession times.
“Cash out refinancing peaks about 12 to 24 months before the onset of a recession,” Roussanov said.
The job market typically slows down before a recession officially starts. When home prices rise faster
than incomes, people may be tempted to tap their growing equity. Roussanov said fear could also play
a role. But don't run for cover yet. The recent wave of refinancing seems to be more about people
taking advantage of lower rates to reduce their monthly payments or to pay off a loan faster.
Economist Len Kiefer with Freddie Mac said that in 2006, ahead of the mortgage crisis and recession
in 2007, homeowners extracted about $320 billion of equity through refinancing, compared to an
estimated $80 billion last year. Read more from Marketplace.

Google Eyes Selling Ad Biz to Avoid Antitrust Dust-Up: Google is reportedly weighing divesting
from its enormous third-party advertising business to avoid antitrust scrutiny. That business had $21.5
billion in sales last year, which is still +40% higher than the sales of WPP Plc, the largest advertising
agency on the planet. But it’s still a fraction of Google’s ad business, 73% of which comes from
advertisements that appear in Google searches. Google owns the largest ad server, the largest
demand-side platform and the largest sell-side platform, whereas in other industries those would be
competing entities. With Google and Facebook collectively overseeing $295 billion worldwide in
advertising, the thinking goes that perhaps shaking loose its $21.5 billion third-party ad business could
throw the feds off the scent. Alex Webb of Bloomberg Opinion writes, “For Google, a partial voluntary
breakup of its advertising business might be preferable to whatever regulators come up with on their
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own.” (Source: Bloomberg)

Millennials are Stressed About Homeownership: A majority of millennials feel behind financially
and are not optimistic about their financial future, according to a new survey from Bank of America.
Millennials are nearly twice as likely as baby boomers to worry often about their finances.
Homeownership tops the list of anxieties — 20% say not being able to afford a home is the top
financial stressor. Of millennials with savings, 32% are saving to buy a first or different home.
However, debt remains a big hurdle. Excluding home loans, 16% of millennials owe $50,000 or more
and 42% say debt is keeping them from buying a first or nicer home. When asked what they would be
most likely to do with a $10,000 windfall, 40% would pay down debt, with 20% saying they'd put it
toward a new home or invest in their current home. One surprise from the survey -  One-quarter of
millennials have at least $100,000 in savings, which is a +16% increase from two years ago. The full
report is available HERE. 
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Corn  bulls were disappointed to see the MAR20 contract fall sub-$3.80 and the
DEC20 contract fall sub-$3.90. The USDA issued a report that most inside the
trade interpreted as meaning they will not be using the NEW Chinese trade deal
numbers to adjust the balance sheet in next week's report. Bulls still point to the
fact U.S. corn exports have been strong and could still perhaps warrant a slight
adjustment higher. Bears are pointing to rumors that China as of late has been
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buying quantities of Brazilian soybeans, French wheat, and perhaps Ukraine corn.
Meaning the bears still don't see China making a big effort to buy from this
direction. Technically, bulls are hoping nearby support down between $3.65 and
$3.75 in the March contract can hold. To the upside, it seems like nearby
resistance is between $3.85 and $3.95 per bushel. South American will still need
to be heavily monitored but as of now, there's really nothing new or extremely
worrisome in the forecast. Staying tuned into Chinese headlines, next Tuesday's
USDA report and SAM weather.   

Soybean  prices continue to chop around as traders try to gain a better
understanding of the demand complications inside China. Bears are pointing to the
recent rumors that China has been buying multiple cargos from Brazil and that
U.S. prices are growing less competitive as new-crop supply is being harvested
with good results by Brazilian producers. Bears also continue to point towards +8
to +10 million more soybean acres possibly being planted here in the U.S. this
year. Bulls say it's too early to make that type of acreage forecast, especially with
some heavy flooding again being talked about for several large production areas.
Technically, bulls are desperately hoping the JUL20 and NOV20 contracts next
week can hold major psychological support at $9.00 per bushel. To the upside, it
still feels like there's much more stiff resistance up in the $9.30 to $9.50 range. I
should note, macro traders are also paying close attention to the strength of the
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U.S. dollar vs. the Brazilian, where the dollar has pushed to yet another fresh all-
time high. As mentioned above in the corn comments, South American weather
seems mostly cooperative and allowing for fairly good growing conditions across
most areas. Looking ahead to next week, I'm not anticipating much in the way of
drastic change from Tuesday's USDA report, and I remain most concerned about
the complications associated with the spread of the coronavirus.
 

Wheat  prices have traded in a mostly sideways pattern this week. Bears are
pointing to some recent rumors that China has purchased several cargoes of wheat
from France, as well as weaker than expected U.S. weekly export sales. Bulls
remain optimistic and believe China is ultimately going to source larger quantities
from U.S. suppliers as part of the "Phase 1" trade deal recently inked. As a spec, I
still like the strength of the Spring contract vs. Winter wheat contracts. Looking
ahead the trade will be focused primarily on Tuesday's USDA report and headlines
out of China. There will also be trade interest in European and Black Sea
headlines. As a spec, I remain on the sideline. As a producer, I feel like I put some
additional time on my marketing clock by making a few more cash sales on the
most recent rally higher. I'm now playing the waiting game and closely watching
the headlines. I would like to get another 10% to 30% of estimated production
priced in the next 60 to 90 days.
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> WASDE Will no Include Phase 1 Trade Details: The U.S. Agriculture
Department’s closely watched monthly supply and demand forecast will not include
Phase 1 trade details about China’s purchase commitments from the recently
inked deal, the agency’s top economist said on Thursday. USDA analysts have not
been told buying targets for each farm product included in the trade deal, which
called for China to boost its purchases of U.S. agricultural commodities by $40
billion over the next two years, USDA Chief Economist Robert Johansson said in an
interview. The deal, which Beijing and Washington inked on Jan. 15, is being
factored into USDA’s forecast but the impact will be limited due to the lack of deal
specifics, Johansson said. The USDA released a white paper on the subject, which
can be found HERE.

> China to Cut Tariff's by Half: China announced early Thursday that it will cut
in half the duties it has in place on $75 billion in U.S. imports, including numerous
agricultural products, as of Feb. 14. Beijing will cut a 10% punitive tariff to 5%,
and a 5% tariff to 2.5%, according to China’s Ministry of Finance. China
announced in August that it would impose tariffs in two batches in September and
in December, however, the second round due to come into effect on December 15,
was not implemented. The Chinese government said that the planned reduction of
tariffs on U.S. products was in response to a decision by the U.S. to halve by 15%
an additional tariff on $120 billion of Chinese goods to 7.5% from February 14.
The announcement came amid increasing concerns over whether China can still
honor the terms of the phase one trade deal signed on January 15, including a
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commitment to buy an additional $200 billion worth of American goods and
services over the next two years. China said on Thursday that it remained
committed to the eventual goal of removing all additional tariffs imposed on each
other since the tariff war started in early 2018. (Source: South China Morning
Post)

> USDA Announces Details of Risk Management Programs for Hemp
Producers: The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced the availability of two
programs that protect hemp producers’ crops from natural disasters. A pilot hemp
insurance program through Multi-Peril Crop Insurance (MPCI) provides coverage
against loss of yield because of insurable causes of loss for hemp grown for fiber,
grain or Cannabidiol (CBD) oil and the Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance
Program (NAP) coverage protects against losses associated with lower yields,
destroyed crops or prevented planting where no permanent federal crop insurance
program is available. Producers may apply now, and the deadline to sign up for
both programs is March 16, 2020. Among other requirements, to be eligible for the
pilot program, a hemp producer must have at least one year of history producing
the crop and have a contract for the sale of the insured hemp. In addition, the
minimum acreage requirement is 5 acres for CBD and 20 acres for grain and fiber.
Hemp will not qualify for replant payments or prevented plant payments under
MPCI. This pilot insurance coverage is available to hemp growers in addition to
revenue protection for hemp offered under the Whole-Farm Revenue Protection
plan of insurance. More details are available HERE.

> Tyson Feels Weight of Lower Poultry Prices: Meat giant Tyson said
Thursday that poultry prices have been suppressed by growing U.S. chicken
production, helping push the company’s chicken profit down by more than half in
the latest quarter. Tyson said rising meat exports and a fast-food battle over
chicken sandwiches are likely to help lift poultry demand this year. China reopened
its markets to U.S. chicken late last year, and buyers there are looking for protein
to supplement the country’s decimated hog herd. Tyson’s pork-export sales
jumped nearly +600% in the most recent quarter, Mr. White said, helping double
Tyson’s quarterly profit in pork. Meanwhile, drought in Australia has thinned
Australia’s beef-cattle herds, helping Tyson’s red-meat business. The company
expects restaurants and grocers to push poultry this year, “purely because of the
value chicken is right now.” Poultry prices could also benefit from chicken-
sandwich battles among big fast-food chains. Tyson reported a profit of $557
million, or $1.52 a share, for the company’s fiscal first quarter ended Dec. 28, up
from $551 million, or $1.50 a share, a year earlier and ahead of analysts’
expectations. Sales rose 6.1% to $10.82 billion, but were below analysts’
projected $11.06 billion. (Source: The Wall Street Journal)

> Ag Companies Say They Will Cooperate in Canadian Antitrust Probe:
Major agriculture companies said on Thursday they would cooperate with a
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Canadian Competition Bureau antitrust probe sparked by allegations that certain
businesses tried to block an online farm-supply startup from operating in Western
Canada. Court documents filed on Jan. 30 in Canadian federal court show Bayer
AG, Corteva and BASF were among those under scrutiny following a complaint
from California-based online retailer Farmers Business Network (FBN). Farm-
supply wholesalers, including Cargill and Univar Solutions are also being probed,
the documents show. The Competition Bureau told the federal court it was seeking
records and communications from the seed, pesticide and wholesaling companies
which are alleged to have stopped supplying FBN’s newly acquired Canadian
business in 2018. The bureau also said it appeared some company officials might
have urged farmers and others in the industry not to do business with FBN. Read
more HERE.  

> How a Discovery in an Iowa Factory Led Cargill to Work with Goop: Long
before kombucha and kimchi were hip, some Iowa factory workers were living and
breathing the benefits of fermented foods. An insurance company in the early
2000s noticed workers inside the Diamond V plant in Cedar Rapids, a maker of
animal supplements from fermented ingredients, simply weren’t getting sick as
often as their spouses or the company’s office workers. The insurer and an
independent immunologist investigated and confirmed that the factory workers
had healthier immune systems. That discovery is the reason Cargill Inc. today has
dipped its toe into the consumer market for nutrition supplements. Among its early
customers: Goop, the ethereal lifestyle brand of Gwyneth Paltrow. Last year, Goop
began using an ingredient from Diamond V in an immunity-boosting chew called
“Perfect Attendance.” Read more from the Minneapolis StarTribune.

> Twitter Tops Expectations with First $1 Billion Quarter: Twitter Inc hit $1
billion in quarterly revenue for the first time, topping expectations and also
beating user growth estimates in a rebound from previous troubles. But the
company also posted fourth quarter net income lower than expectations, at $119
million, or 15 cents per share, down from $255 million year-over-year. Twitter also
forecast first quarter revenue between $825 million and $885 million, behind many
Wall Street estimates and said costs would grow about +20% in 2020 as it
increases headcount and builds out a new data center. The number of daily users
who log in through applications that show ads  hit 152 million, beating analyst
expectations of 147.5 million. This metric was up from 126 million year-over-year.
The company's quarterly revenue rose +11% from a year earlier to $1.01 billion,
beating Wall Street expectations of $996.7 million. Total advertising revenue was
$885 million, an increase of +12% year-over-year. Twitter's total U.S. revenue
grew +17% year-over-year to $591 million, compared with a +3% uptick in
international revenue. Analysts expect this year's Presidential election and Japan's
Olympics will help further drive traffic this year. (Source: Business Insider)

> Old Electric Car Batteries Are Now Powering the Grid: Used electric car
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batteries are getting a second life—as cells on the power grid. Relectrify, an
electronics company based in Melbourne, Australia, is currently working on a pilot
with American Electric Power and Nissan to use expired batteries in building
industrial energy storage. The technology, called a battery management system,
could boost lithium-ion battery life by about a third and reduce overall costs by
half. At laboratories in Japan and Australia, the company is currently integrating
old Nissan LEAF batteries into a larger battery pack. Traditionally, these packs are
limited in capability because they're only as good as their weakest battery cell. But
Relectrify combines battery management with inverters to get the most out of
each individual cell. Learn more from Popular Mechanics.

> Barry Ritholtz Chats with Cognitive Psychologist Barbara Tversky:
Barbara Tversky is a professor of psychology at Stanford and Columbia University,
and the author of more than 200 research papers in experimental psychology. Her
new book is Mind in Motion: How Action Shapes Thought. It details how the 9
Rules of Cognition affects our thought processes. Tversky’s research focuses on
visual-spatial reasoning and collaborative cognition. She discusses the interplay of
mind and body in enabling cognition. Consider gesture as an example. Tversky
argues that gesturing is more than just a by-product of speech: it literally helps us
to think. An experiment in her book is to “try to explain out loud how to get from
your house to the supermarket, train station, your office or school” while you sit
on your hands. It turns out to be very difficult. Without gesture, speaking is
difficult, and we occasionally “can’t find the words.” Listen to the interview HERE.

> Rolling Stones Announce 2020 North American Tour Dates: The Rolling
Stones are revving up their lucrative rock ‘n’ roll machine once again: The iconic
band has locked in a round of summer stadium shows. The Stones unveiled the
2020 leg of their No Filter Tour, a 15-city run that will kick off May 8 in San Diego
and traverse the continent before wrapping up July 9 in Atlanta. Rolling Stones
tickets will go on sale at 10 a.m. Feb. 14 (local time in each market). A presale for
American Express card holders will run 10 a.m. Feb. 12 through 10 p.m. Feb. 13.
Six decades on, a Rolling Stones show remains one of the time-tested customs in
rock. The band’s 17-show outing last summer grossed more than $178 million to
top the year's North American box-office chart. Check out the details HERE.

> It's Oscars Weekend! Which Nominee was the Most Profitable? The 92nd
annual Academy Awards are this Sunday, and it’s quite a different affair from
when it first started. Back then, tickets to the event cost $5 each and 270 people
attended. Today, it’s a globally-televised event costing about $44 million. Another
big change? Streaming services, particularly Netflix, are competing with the major
movie studios for the awards. But how competitive are they, exactly? Netflix has
24 Academy Awards nominations this year, more than any studio. But it's difficult
to compare Netflix films with those of the major studios based on earnings, as
those figures aren’t available. Overall, Netflix's nominations range across

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0d57e4663569fdcb0b3f1bba0f0b2f56112118d7dcbaf86488130dcfdd8abae3094cf1e469facdaa10917aa941e1997003
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0d0b65dd1efc0e32769fb94c009067a844476f5a49fbff439d288c2021d7d70431059d0646f26a70c813d1041ce5f5a254
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0d79d5265562d0e80d14b8715c58dde9c1b5dfd217e6caa603295b45bc891ec6d93df4c8b229f84ff56999216d3b19f10a
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categories, but the real prize is Best Picture, for which Netflix produced two of the
nine nominees. If either of its films were to win, it would more likely be its mafia
epic The Irishman. However, it’s not the favorite overall: critics expect World War
I drama 1917 to take the award. It may not be this year, but Netflix seems bent
on eventually winning a Best Picture: rumors have circulated it spent over $100
million on an awards marketing campaign. If Netflix can’t win Best Picture for The
Irishman or Marriage Story, it’s got 22 nominees left overall, and the odds are
quite good for winning in a smaller category like Best Documentary. Click the
graphic below for a larger view of how much the Best Picture nominees earned at
global box offices. (Source: HowMuch)
 

 

 
Northern Indiana - Most folks in the area lost 10-20% in production on their
corn last season, and there was a good number of pp acres around here as well.
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We fortunately finished harvest in a timely manner and are looking forward to a
much better season this year. Everyone around here is 50/50 corn/beans with a
little wheat thrown in there, but with the pp acres, we may see a little more
leaning to corn this year. Basis at some locations, including an ethanol plant, is
still at 25 over and a feed mill at 40 over. Unfortunately, most of the corn around
here is of poor quality, much like we've been hearing from all across the region.
We've seen a decent amount of hemp attempted by those who are looking to
break open new revenue channels but there are not many success stories as it
appears no one had a buyer before planting. Another play some are making is in
non-gmo corn and beans where the premiums are .35 cents and $1.35
respectively.

Western Missouri - I'm thinking 2020 looks like a repeat of 2019 in terms of
moisture. Things are really wet and most think more so than last year, however it
might just be because we have not frozen too much. The snow we got yesterday is
about gone with more moisture forecast for next week. I guess it will give us
plenty of time to start going through the planter taking advantage of the great
education we've just received from the Record Harvest Planter Clinic we attended
on Tuesday. Great discussion from Precision Planting as well as an Agronomy talk
from a Becks Agronomist. Always great to have those seasonal refreshers to
remind us how important it is to focus on the basics.

Central Texas - The weather is getting warmer and warmer. We are starting to
topdress the wheat at this point. It's looking good, everything is rowed nicely and
looks even. We have rain coming by the end of next week. The wheat hasn't
looked this good this early on for a long time. I'm excited to see how well it yields
if we get a few more rains this spring. Corn will start to be planted at the end of
February. We are getting a little anxious and ready to go. It's been 60's and 70's a
lot of the days so it feels like March already.
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: What word in the English language does the following: the
first two letters signify a male, the first three letters signify a female, the first
four letters signify a great, while the entire word signifies a great woman. What
is the word?   

 

 
Potentially Dangerous Pattern Developing in Jet Stream
New research at Columbia University's Earth Institute uncovered a pattern that
has emerged from the globe-circling northern jet stream. Most are aware, the jet
stream is a fast-moving river of air that continuously circles the northern
hemisphere from west to east, and generally confines itself to a relatively narrow
band. But those bands can also head farther south as well as north, in what are
called Rossby waves. When that happens, these atmospheric wobbles may pull
frigid air masses from the polar regions, or hot ones from the subtropics, into the
populous mid-latitudes. Keep in mind, the wobbles strongly influence daily
weather, and when they become particularly large, they can bring prolonged
heatwaves, droughts or floods in summer, and abnormal cold spells later in the
year.
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Scientists now fear that we are in danger of simultaneous crop-damaging heat
waves in widely separated breadbasket regions, a previously unquantified threat to
global food production. Research shows that certain kinds of waves in the
atmospheric circulation can become amplified and then lock in place for extended
periods, triggering the concurrent heat waves. It's worth mentioning, affected
parts of North America, Europe and Asia together produce a quarter of the world
food supply. 

Risk for damage from the simultaneous heatwaves in major crop-producing
regions are now up 20 fold when these global-scale wind patterns are in place,
according to lead author Kai Kornhuber, a postdoctoral researcher at Columbia
University's Earth Institute. From what I understand, until now, this was an
underexplored vulnerability in the food system, mostly because it's only been
recent that scientists been able to identify the new global patterns in the Rossby
waves. 

Combing through large amounts of climate data from 1979 to 2018, Kornhuber
and colleagues zeroed in on two Rossby waves with specific wavelengths, termed
wave-5 and wave-7; that is, north-south wobbles in the jet stream that produce
either 5 or 7 peaks and corresponding troughs around the planet's circumference.
They found that while waves of lower or higher lengths seem to wobble around
randomly, wave-5 and wave-7 patterns can lock into a grid of symmetric, often
much larger meanders centered over predictable regions. The wave-5 patterns
tend to hover over central North America, eastern Europe and eastern Asia; the
wave-7 patterns over western-central North America, western Europe and western
Asia. In both cases, the results are the same, hot air swirls up from the south into
the peaks, producing abnormal spikes in temperature that can go on for weeks.
This in turn reduces rainfall, dries up soils and vegetation, and kills crops in each
region.

Normally, low harvests in one region are expected to be balanced out by good
harvests elsewhere, but now these waves can cause reduced harvests in several
important breadbaskets simultaneously, creating risks for global food production.
I'm told, scientists showed that in years when these amplified waves occurred
during two or more summer weeks, cereal production went down 4% when
averaged across all the affected regions, and as much as 11% in a single affected
region, often leading to price spikes following the events.

Many scientists believe that Rossby waves will grow and stall more often as the
planet warms, but they also point out that all the global events have occurred
since 2000, meaning there's not yet enough data to form a consensus on this. The
waves hit in 1983, 2003, 2006, 2012, and 2018, when many temperature records
fell across the United States, Canada, Scandinavia and Siberia. In addition to
killing crops, the waves have killed thousands of people, especially in Europe and
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Russia, where air conditioning is far less common than in North America.

It will be interesting to see how these wave patterns begin to affect risk managers
such as reinsurers and food security experts, who may face a blind spot when
assessing how simultaneous heatwaves and their impacts could change in a
warming climate. Real and perceived threats from climate changes need to be
factored into your business plans moving forward, as they will not only hit your
bottom line with lower yields if real but will definitely be seen in future regulations
from governing bodies. You can access the report HERE. (Source: phys.org, nature)
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http://phys.org/
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REMINDER... Don’t Forget Valentine’s Day!
Just a heads up my friends, "Valentine’s Day" is just around the corner (next Friday) and as “trendy” as it may
seem to shun the holiday, there is a slew of relationship experts that warn against it!

No doubt, it has evolved into a money-making machine for a number of industries. Some like to argue that
love should be celebrated every day, and commercializing that somehow cheapens it. There is also the very
common sentiment that Valentine’s Day is a holiday for “young love,” not long-time couples. But Valentine’s
Day is not about you - it’s about the ones you love and a great excuse to remind them how much they matter.
 
It’s estimated that Americans will spend nearly +$20 billion this year doing just
that, including almost $4 billion on jewelry, over $3 billion on dining out, nearly $2
billion on flowers and another $2 billion on candy. 

I personally like doing something a bit different, like planning an event or trip
somewhere. I talked about this last year, but again, a couple of my biggest hits
have been big concert events or quick getaways out of town. My wife loves going
to concerts and loves to travel. You can kill two birds with one stone by hitting one
of our nation's country music festivals. Several I included below are actually
located on the ocean with an amazing view. I'm telling you now, you will be a big
hit with a gift like this. Below are some of the cooler venues and music events that
have been on our list:

My Favorite Outdoor Venues... I included some pics down below

Red Rocks Colorado 
Gorge Amphitheater George, Washington 
Mountain Winery - Saratoga, Calif.
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Hollywood Bowl - Los Angeles, Calif.
Harveys Outdoor Arena - Lake Tahoe, Nev.

Best Country Music Festivals

Rock The South — Cullman, Alabama - May 29 - May 30 - This yearly
event in North Alabama brings out the stars. This year's lineup includes
Luke Combs, Eric Church, Brothers Osbourne, Ashley McBryde, Diamond
Rio, and more. Click HERE
Pilgrimage Music and Cultural Festival — Franklin, Tennessee -
September 26 - 27 - OK, I’ll admit that this isn’t totally a country music
festival. However, that being said, this yearly event has featured many of
the music industries top stars such as Chris Stapleton, Willie Nelson, Marty
Stuart, Sheryl Crow, Keith Urban, Foo Fighters, etc... this year's lineup is
not yet released, but I hear it's a super cool venue just outside of
Nashville. Click  HERE
Watershed — George, Washington - July 31 - August 2 - Live Nation took
the idea of the outdoor festival and tried it out in the Washington area back
in 2012. This has now become one of the can’t-miss musical events of the
season. With the natural beauty of the Gorge and the Columbia River, it’s a
sonic and a visual treat. Click HERE
CMA Music Festival — Nashville, Tennessee - June 4 - 7 - A part of
country music culture since 1972 – when it was known as Fan Fair – this
four-day event brings out the stars like no other. Held at the home of the
NFL’s Tennessee Titans, the yearly event is a salute to all things Country –
past and present. You might see collaborations between today’s hottest
artists, a legend, or an impromptu cover of a classic. Click  HERE
Windy City Smokeout - Chicago, Illinois - July 10 - 12 - This big-city-
meets-country event is a feast for the sense. Get a double dose of pleasure
with entertainment from top country music acts and barbecue from
Chicago's best restaurants. Bring your appetite! Click HERE
Key West Songwriters Festival - Key West, Florida - May 6 - 10 - To
celebrate its 23rd year, this annual country songwriters shindig will host
more than 50 shows by 200-plus performers over the course of five days
and nights. Featured acts take the stage at an array of the island's most
popular beaches, bars, and historic theaters. One of the best things about
the #KWSFW is getting to hear world-famous songwriters perform in
intimate venues. Click  HERE
Gulf Coast Jam - Panama City Beach, Florida - September 4 - 6 - A three-
day event held over Labor Day weekend, this party takes place in one of
Florida's most beautiful locations, Panama City Beach. Bring your own
folding chairs for comfortable seating! Click HERE
Carolina Country Music Festival - Myrtle Beach, S.C. - June 4 - 7 -
Situated with the picturesque Atlantic Ocean as a backdrop, the city of
Myrtle Beach becomes country music central for a few days each June.

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0d6b4d2a16349c835bc07048de54a77788ab2c188f22d2359c67930343585311fa9da1142663d03d86c43148864858a7f0
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0d92aefab67d135587f73e10c65b81c8899076e6ab8e1f83844615fd92ac13c128aebf40de49de02c25599b27e71223649
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0d7179fac534ff69f30ea7750ee04305095774ef96b09c57626fee6709c4bc7103122e4be9458a203afd8f6b802153986a
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0d2dcc33de225dbfed837611871bb8a55f6be9a6ee7f1f214daa4959811ef62cd1bf036e7f90d01c2157db9f89e3653e4c
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0dc72e2da03109ce2b17ee47be4037c967376b7a3d143109dfc91498662092c434d9d355eff3b8e5e6f819de40e12bd1ca
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0dad93e1144f1ff9c3d34efd02310c4c3813a4c45f9634626754bc9a2fc56cefbd8da131ac184b511af690b590defe3dff
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=d49c38fc6bf22e0d3339da7d56435174d3bda6e40f4f88e76ca1b4e06d2fad8bd0d44c06320c3b443bd1f5b433ce5ec9490ebb1b8f22e030
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Close to 40,000 people will show up this year to hear music from acts such
as Luke Combs, Eric Church, Darius Rucker, Jake Owen, Ashley McBryde,
Jon Pardi, Joe Diffie, Riley Green, Chris Janson, and more... Click  HERE
Tortuga Rock The Oceans Music Festival - Fort Lauderdale, Florida -
April 17 - 19 - Held on the white sands of Fort Lauderdale Beach Park in a
beautiful oceanside setting, Tortuga Music Festival is a 3-day, multi-stage
music festival featuring some of the biggest names in country, rock and
roots music. Luke Bryan, Miranda Lambert, Tim McGraw, Pitbull, Jon Pardi,
Billy Currington, Cole Swindell, Kelsea Ballerini, Lee Brice, Chris Lane,
Vanilla Ice, Morgan Wallen, Lo Cash, Hardy, Tracy Lawerence, Jon
Langston, Riley Green, and more... Click  HERE
Stagecoach - Indio, California - April 24 - 26 - One of the highest-grossing
music festivals anywhere, this yearly event brings about 75,000 country
music fans to Indio, Calif. Over the eleven-year history of the event, the
artists who have been featured on the stage read like a ‘Who’s Who’ of
country music artists. This year, the lineup will include Eric Church, Carrie
Underwood, Thomas Rhett, Alan Jackson, Billy Ray Cyrus, Brandon Ratcliff,
Brett Young, Chris Lane, Dan + Shay, Diplo, Dustin Lynch, Gabby Barrett,
Guy Fieri, Hardy, Jon Pardi, Lil Nas X, Locash, Midland, Morgan Wallen,
Riley Green, ZZ Top, and many more. Click  HERE
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#girldad... 
Kobe Bryant's death was a tragedy for his fans but it has also spawned a massive
online viral trend. As you most likely know, Bryant's 13-year-old daughter, Gianna,
also perished in the helicopter crash on January 26. Now, fathers around the world
are paying tribute to the basketball legend by posting photographs of themselves
with their daughters and tagging them #girldad, a reference to Bryant's own pride
at being a father to four daughters.

The trend seems to have started after ESPN's Elle Duncan shared a moving story
about Bryant. She recalled running into the NBA legend during a backstage event
for ESPN and over the course of their conversation, she actually asked him for
advice on raising girls. At the time, Bryant had three daughters and Duncan
herself was eight months pregnant with a girl. Bryant commented on her "large,
eight-month pregnant belly" and asked what she was having. When she told him
she was expecting a girl, Bryant high-fived her and said, "Girls are the best." As
for the advice he gave her, he told her, "Just be grateful that you've been given
that gift because girls are amazing." Bryant also told her that he and his wife
really wanted to try again for a boy. When Duncan asked how he would feel if it
was another girl, he responded, “I would have five more girls if I could... I’m a girl
dad.”

Fans were obviously very moved by the story and fathers across the globe have
been posting pictures of their daughters on social media with the now-viral
hashtag #girldad. It's been used hundreds of thousands of times by celebrities,
sports figures, and everyday dads to show their love for their daughters as well as
their respect for Kobe Bryant. Bryant is survived by his wife, Vanessa Bryant, and
his daughters Natalia, 17, Bianka, 3, and Capri who was born in June last year.

Duncan ended her story about Bryant saying that the one source of comfort she
found in the tragedy was knowing that he died doing what he loved the most,
“Being a dad... Being a girl dad.” Duncan's tale of the chance encounter has itself
gone viral. I've watched it a couple of times and it is without a doubt very moving.
And yes, I too love being a #girldad! You can watch the short two-minute
video HERE.  (Sources: ESPN, CNN)
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ANSWER to riddle: Heroine.
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Sponsored by AgSwag
Tired of battling poor customer service, poor quality and lack of premium
selection in the swag space?

AgSwag now offers our members the latest fashions and trends from brands
such as: Branded Bills, Carhartt, Champion, Cutter & Buck, Drake, Fairway and
Greene, Filson, Ice Shaker, Marmot, New Era, Nike, North Face, Pacific
Headwear, Under Armour, Yeti… and more

Swag should NOT be considered a “cost” or an expense for business owners.
When used properly in a well thought out campaign “corporate swag” can
dramatically reduce the cost of new customer acquisition, client churn and
retention, expedited development of brand ambassadors, etc. The Van Trump
family believes their AgSwag business can deliver on those promises.

AgSwag is not trying to be the lowest cost supplier. We are trying to partner
with “best-of-practice” and like-minded businesses to bring a better “return-on-
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investment” by designing and helping to implement a well thought out
corporate swag strategy and campaign. There are hundreds of online
companies that offer quick ways to throw a corporate logo on a cheap hat or t-
shirt. AgSwag offers the best in selection, design, implementation, and service!
Click HERE to learn more!

Call to order your AgSwag today @ 816-221-SWAG!
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